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(57) ABSTRACT 

A wireless communication system includes: an access point 
used the first channel or second channel to transmit the data, 
wherein the center frequency of the first channel is an initial 
frequency and the center frequency of the second channel is 
an target frequency; and a client terminal. When the client 
terminal receives the data from the first channel, the access 
point and the client terminal are operated by a first working 
frequency and second working frequency respectively. Ini 
tially, both working frequencies are located at the initial fre 
quency. When the first channel is desired to switch to the 
second channel, the first working frequency is added an offset 
frequency. The second working frequency is adjusted and 
followed so as to keep up with first working frequency. By 
adding the offset frequency to the working frequency repeat 
edly, the first and second working frequencies are shifted until 
both of them arrive at the target frequency. 

16 Claims, 4 Drawing Sheets 
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1. 

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
MGRATING SEAMILESSLY IN A WIRELESS 

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates to a communication system, more 
particularly to a seamless wireless communication system for 
transmitting video/audio signals. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

In the near future, WLAN (Wireless Local Area Network) 
is going to play an important role in our home and daily life. 
The user can enjoy media, data, and signal everywhere in 
home by using the WLAN. For the consumer, the access to the 
entertainment and Internet (information) is not bound by the 
harnesses of the wired network since the wireless signals can 
transmit every location on the face of the earth. The consumer 
will be able to access the Internet even from a car garage or 
lawn of a house. 
Once a wireless communication system was set up in a 

house, and displays equipped with wireless transmitters and 
receivers for accessing the data from the any audio/visual 
instruments. For example, a TV had a transmitter and a 
receiver in the bedroom can receive the data from a PC or a 
Video/audio recorder provided with wireless signal. As a mat 
ter of fact, the audio/visual digital transmission instrument 
generally includes a display (serving as a client), a remote 
control and a signal source (serving as an access point). The 
display and the signal source have the function of transmitting 
and receiving wireless signals. 
When the consumer is watching a program, in case there is 

Some signal interference that causes flickering or blurring of 
the image being displayed, he or she can press the remote 
control to transmit a command signal to the signal source in 
order to switch to another channel. For example, in IEEE 
802.11b, the channel frequency can switch from the present 
frequency 2.412 GHz to the other channel frequency 2.462 
GHz. As for 802.11a, the present channel frequency 5200 
GHZ is switched to the other channel frequency 5280 GHz. 

In 802.11 standard, when it is desired to switcha channel to 
another channel, the signal source and the display are disas 
Sociated completely first and later connected again. Such a 
process results in loss of signal for a relatively short time and 
inconvenient to the consumer's visual. 

Therefore, the object of the present invention is to provide 
a seamless wireless communication system such that no inter 
ruption of signal transmission during changing of one chan 
nel to the other channel. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The object of the present invention is to provide a wireless 
communication system to eliminate from the transmitted data 
delayed during Switching channels. 
The object of the present invention is to provide a method 

for migrating wireless channels seamlessly without interrup 
tion of data transmission during changing of one channel to 
the other channel by repetitively adding the offset frequency. 
A wireless communication system is disclosed in the 

present invention. The wireless communication system com 
prises a transmitter terminal (serving as an access point) and 
a receiver terminal (serving as a client) at least. The access 
point is transmitting to a signal in one of first or second 
channels, the first channel has a first center frequency defin 
ing an initial frequency, and the second channel has a second 
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2 
center frequency defining a target frequency. The client 
receives the signal via the first channel. The access point and 
the client are operated at first and second working frequencies 
respectively, and each of the first and second working fre 
quencies is equivalent to the initial frequency. When the 
access point migrates from the first channel to the second 
channel, the first working frequency is added an offset fre 
quency on the access point, and the second working fre 
quency is adjusted the same with the first working frequency. 
The access point and the client add the offset frequency 
repetitively till the first and the second working frequency 
equivalent to the target frequency. During the process of 
adding the offset frequency repetitively, the client can receive 
the signal from the access point added the offset frequency 
due to the offset frequency much smaller than the working 
frequency. The data transmission will not be interrupted by 
migrating the channels. 

In a second aspect of the present invention, a channel 
Switching method is proposed for a wireless communication 
system that transmit a signal in one of first or second channels 
from an access point to a client, the first channel having a first 
center frequency defining an initial frequency, the second 
channel having a second center frequency defining a target 
frequency, the access point and the client being operated at 
first and second working frequencies respectively, each of the 
first and second working frequencies being equivalent to the 
initial frequency. The channel Switching method includes the 
following steps: transmitting a Switch command by the con 
Sumer; upon a receipt of the Switch command, the access 
point transmitting a UDP (user data protocol) to the client in 
order to result in Switching of the first working frequency to 
the target frequency; adding an offset frequency to the first 
working frequency of the access point and consequently 
informing the client an administration package of the first 
working frequency; upon receipt of the administration pack 
age, the second working frequency being adjusted in Such a 
manner to be consistent with the first working frequency; the 
client transmitting a data package to the access point about the 
informing finishing of adjustment of the second working 
frequency; upon a receipt of the data package, the access point 
comparing to whether the first working frequency being 
equivalent to the target frequency; repeating above the steps 
in case the first working frequency being not equivalent to the 
target frequency; and stopping the channel Switching opera 
tion once the first working frequency being equivalent to the 
target frequency. 
The overlapping region between two adjacent channels is 

influenced the transmission signal of the two adjacent chan 
nels in the present invention. When the wireless communica 
tion system is designed, the channel Switching method is 
added in the transmitter chip (access point) and the receiver 
chip (client). The method is use of the first and second work 
ing frequency cooperative adding the offset frequency repeti 
tively to transmitting signal continuously during migrating 
the channels. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The features, objects, and advantages of the present inven 
tion will become more apparent from the following detailed 
description of the preferred embodiment of this invention, 
with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which: 

FIG. 1 illustrates a detailed viewed of the various compo 
nents of the wireless communication system; 

FIG. 2 is a first embodiment of the wireless communication 
system at 802.11b in accordance with the present invention: 
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FIG. 3 is a second embodiment of the wireless communi 
cation system at 802.11b in accordance with the present 
invention; 

FIG. 4A is a third embodiment of the wireless communi 
cation system at 802.11a indoor in accordance with the 
present invention; 

FIG. 4B is a fourth embodiment of the wireless communi 
cation system at 802.11a outdoor in accordance with the 
present invention; and 

FIG. 5 is a flow diagram illustrating switched channels in 
the wireless communication system. 

DETAILED DESCCRIPTIONS OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

FIG. 1 is a preferred embodiment of a wireless communi 
cation system in accordance with the present invention. The 
wireless communication system includes a transmitter termi 
nal 10 (serving as an access point) and a receiver terminal 20 
(serving as a client) at least. The access point 10 comprises a 
frequency oscillator 11, a controller 14, a transmitter 16, a 
transmitterantenna 161, a receiver 18, and a receiver antenna 
181. The access point 10 connects to a video/audio signal 
source 12 to transmit the video/audio signal from the video/ 
audio signal source 12 to the controller 14. The video/audio 
signal processed by the controller 14 is transmitted by the 
transmitter 16 via the transmitter antenna 161. The receiver 
18 receives signals from a remote control or the client via the 
receiver antenna 181. The frequency oscillator 11 can adjust 
the frequency to assist the access point 10 in carrying out 
channel Switching. 
The client 20 comprises a frequency oscillator 21, a con 

troller 24, a transmitter 26, a transmitter antenna 261, a 
receiver 28, and a receiverantenna 281. The client 20 receives 
signal from the access point 10 via the receiver antenna 281. 
The signal processed by the receiver 28 and the controller 24 
is transmitted to a display 22 to show the video/audio signal. 
The client 20 depends on the frequency oscillator 21 to coop 
erate with the access point 10 to migrate the channels. The 
data of the channel Switching is transmitted to the access point 
10 by the transmitter antenna 261 of the transmitter 26. 

Please refer the FIG. 2 that is a first embodiment of the 
wireless communication system at 802.11b in accordance 
with the present invention. When the access point and the 
client set the frequency in any center frequency of two chan 
nels respectively, the transmission signals between the access 
point and the client will not interfere with each other. When 
the transmission frequency of the access point is 2.412 GHz 
and the receiver frequency of the client is 2.437 GHZ, the 
client can not receive the signal from the access point because 
the frequencies are different. The access point can not com 
municate with the client smoothly unless both of them are set 
in the same frequency. 
The concept of the channel Switching method is employing 

the overlapping frequency between two adjacent channels to 
set an offset frequency (also called an offset unit) Smaller than 
the maximum of the overlapping frequency in the present 
invention. When the access is going to Switch an adjacent 
channel, the working frequency of the access point will be 
added the offset frequency every time, and then the client 
adjusts cooperatively the working frequency to be the same 
with that of the access point to make the client receiving 
beacons ceaselessly. Such the access point and the client can 
accomplish the goal that Switches from the initial frequency 
to the target frequency step by step. 

The explanation of how the wireless communication sys 
tem makes the channel switching at 802.11b is described as 
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4 
below. It is assumption that there are three non-overlapping 
frequencies 2.412 GHz, 2.437GHZ, and 2.462 GHz to be the 
center frequency of the first, second, and third channels 
respectively at 802.11b. The difference between the center 
frequencies of the adjacent channels divided by a nature 
number N is defined as the offset unit which is smaller than 
the maximum overlapping frequency of the adjacent chan 
nels. For instance, the nature number is 5, and the first channel 
2.412 GHz subtracted from the center frequency of the sec 
ond channel 2.437 GHZ equals the difference between the 
adjacent channels 0.025 GHz. The difference between the 
adjacent channels 0.025 GHz divided by 5 equals 0.005 GHz 
(5 MHz) is defined as the offset frequency. The bandwidth of 
the two adjacent channels is partitioned into five frequency 
bands, and the gap between two adjacent frequency bands is 
the offset unit. For example, the first frequency band is 2.412 
GHz, the second frequency band is 2.417 GHZ, and so on. 
The access point and the client are operated under a first 

and a second working frequencies respectively, and each of 
the first and second working frequencies is equivalent to the 
center frequency of the first channel 2.412 GHz. A consumer 
gives a Switch command to the access point for channel 
switching from a remote control while the consumer feels the 
image quality influenced by some noise. Therefore the com 
municating frequency between the access point and the client 
are requested to migrate to a free channel which is assumed to 
be the second channel having a center frequency defining the 
target frequency. 
Upon the access point receives the Switch command for 

changing from the first channel to the second channel, the 
access point transmits a user data protocol (called UDP here 
after) to the client. The UDP includes the information about 
data and a notice of the channel Switching for migrating the 
second working frequency of the client to the target frequency 
(second channel). Then the first working frequency of the 
access point is added with the offset frequency, and it means 
that the first working frequency changing from the first fre 
quency band to the second frequency band. The first working 
frequency of the access point added with the offset frequency 
is formed with a new first working frequency. The access 
point transmits an administration package about the new first 
working frequency to the client. Upon receipt of the admin 
istration package, the client adjusts the second working fre 
quency in Such a manner to be consistent with the first work 
ing frequency. The client transmits a data package to the 
access point about the informing finishing of adjustment of 
the second working frequency. Upon a receipt of the data 
package, the access point compares to whether the first work 
ing frequency being equivalent to the target frequency or not. 
The first working frequency is not equivalent to the target 
frequency as a result of the first working frequency locating at 
the second frequency band not at the sixth frequency band, so 
the access point must adjust the first working frequency again 
to add the offset frequency. The access point and the client 
repeat the above steps in case the first and second working 
frequencies being not equivalent to the target frequency, and 
then the wireless communication system stops the channel 
Switching operation once the first and second working fre 
quencies being equivalent to the target frequency. 

Thereof the access point communicates with the client 
during the process of the working frequency adjustment. 
When the access point has added the offset frequency but the 
client has not adjusted the second working frequency, the first 
and second working frequencies still are located in the region 
of the overlapping frequency. The access point and the client 
are not separated in two isolated channels, so the transmission 
data is also keeping Smoothly. 
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Upon the data being a video/audio data, the access point 
transmits the video/audio data to the client continually when 
the first working frequency Switched, and the client processes 
the video/audio data and adjusted the second working fre 
quency at the same time. The video/audio data is showed in 
the display without the delay phenomenon. 

If the nature number 5 is too small and causes the offset 
frequency too big, the client will not receive the correct data 
after adding the first working frequency and the offset fre 
quency. It means that the first working frequency shifts too 
much, so the signal which the client receives is too weak to 
cooperatively adjust the second working frequency to the 
same with the first working frequency. 

In above status, the nature number is increased for decreas 
ing the value of the offset frequency to avoid the transmission 
signal between the access point and the client too weak. 
Please refer the FIG. 3 that is a second embodiment of the 
wireless communication system at 802.11b in accordance 
with the present invention. For instance, the nature number is 
10, and the first channel 2.412 GHz subtracted from the center 
frequency of the second channel 2.437 GHZ equals the dif 
ference between the adjacent channels 0.025 GHz. The dif 
ference between the adjacent channels 0.025 GHZ, divided by 
10 equals 0.0025 GHz (2.5 MHz) which is defined as the 
offset frequency. The bandwidth of the adjacent channels is 
partitioned into ten frequency bands, and the gap between two 
adjacent frequency bands is the offset unit. For example the 
first frequency band is 2.4120 GHz, the second frequency 
band is 2.4145 GHZ, and so on. 

The access point and the client are operated at a first and a 
second working frequencies respectively, and each of the first 
and second working frequencies is equivalent to the center 
frequency of the first channel 2.412 GHz. When the access 
point receives a Switch command for channel Switching, the 
wireless communication system follows the principle of the 
first embodiment to do the channel switching. 

Please refer the FIG. 4, it illustrates a third and a fourth 
embodiments of the wireless communication system at 
802.11a in accordance with the present invention. The 
802.11a can be separated into an indoor frequency as illus 
trated in FIG. 4A and an outdoor frequency in FIG. 4B. The 
indoor frequency has non-overlapping fifteen channels from a 
center frequency of the first channel 5.180 GHz to a center 
frequency of the fifteenth channel 5.320 GHz. The outdoor 
frequency has non-overlapping seven channels from a center 
frequency of the sixteenth channel 5.745 GHZ to a center 
frequency of the twenty-second channel 5.805 GHz. 
The difference between the center frequencies of the adja 

cent channels divided by a nature number N is defined as an 
offset unit (also called offset frequency) which is smaller than 
the maximum overlapping frequency of the adjacent chan 
nels. For instance, the nature number is 2, and the first channel 
5.180 GHz subtracted from the center frequency of the sec 
ond channel 5.200 GHz, equals the difference between the 
adjacent channels 0.02 GHz. The difference between the 
adjacent channels 0.02GHz divided by 2 equals 0.01 GHz (10 
MHz) is defined as the offset frequency. The bandwidth of the 
adjacent channels is partitioned into ten frequency bands, and 
the gap of two adjacent frequency bands is the offset unit Such 
as the thirty-sixth frequency band 5.180 GHz, the thirty 
seventh frequency band 5.190 GHz, and so on. 
The wireless communication system at 802.11a follows the 

principle of the 802.11b embodiment to do the channel 
switching. However, in the 802.11a, the value of the offset 
frequency will not influence the video/audio quality during 
the channel Switching just Smaller than the maximum of the 
overlapping frequency. In the 802.11b, the value of the offset 
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6 
frequency makes the better video/audio quality and passes 
through the long distance, but the time of the channel Switch 
ing costs longer. 

Please refer the FIG. 4 that is a flow diagram illustrating 
Switched channels in the wireless communication system in 
accordance with the present invention. The access point and 
the client are operated at first and second working frequencies 
respectively, and each of the first and second working fre 
quencies is equivalent to the center frequency of the first 
channel. A consumer gives a Switch command to the access 
point for channel switching from a remote control while the 
consumer feels the image quality influenced by Some noise. 
Therefore the communicating frequency between the access 
point and the client are requested to migrate to a free channel 
which is assumed as the second channel having a center 
frequency defined the target frequency. 
At step S11, upon the access point receives the switch 

command for changing from the first channel to the second 
channel, the access point transmits a UDP to the client. The 
UDP includes the information about data and a notice of the 
channel switching. At step S21, the client receives the UDP 
and prepares the second working frequency of the client for 
migrating to the target frequency (second channel). At step 
S13, the first working frequency of the access point is adding 
an offset frequency. At step S15, the access point transmits an 
administration package to the client. The administration 
package comprises a beacon which informs about the new 
first working frequency. At step S23, the client receives the 
administration package and compares the second working 
frequency in such a manner to be consistent with the first 
working frequency. If the second working frequency is not 
consistent with the first working frequency, the client adjusts 
the second working frequency in Such a manner to be consis 
tent with the first working frequency. At step S25, the client 
transmits a data package using the UDP form to the access 
point about the informing finishing of adjustment of the sec 
ond working frequency. At Step S17, the access point receives 
the data package. At Step S19, the access point compares to 
whether the first working frequency being equivalent to the 
target frequency or not. If the first working frequency is not 
equivalent to the target frequency, the access point must 
adjust the first working frequency again. The access point and 
the client repeat the above steps in case the first and second 
working frequencies being not equivalent to the target fre 
quency, and then the wireless communication system stops 
the channel Switching operation. 
Among the steps S15 to S23, if the region of the offset 

frequency is set too big, the client can not receive the correct 
administration package data. Then the wireless communica 
tion system reset to reduce the value of the offset frequency, 
and it means that the nature number N is amplified for mini 
fying the offset frequency. The client receives the correct data 
due to the reduction offset frequency. During the process of 
the channel switching, the beacon transmits once every 100 
microseconds to confirm the data communicating without 
interruption. 
The present invention is employing the overlapping region 

between two adjacent channels influencing the transmission 
signal of the two adjacent channels. When the wireless com 
munication system is designed, the channel Switching 
method is added in the transmitter chip (access point) and the 
receiver chip (client). The method is use of the first and 
second working frequency cooperatively adding the offset 
frequency repetitively to transmitting signal continuously 
during the channel Switching. The channel Switching of the 
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present invention is distinct from the channel Switching of the 
prior art which is disassociated completely first and later 
connected again. 

Although the present invention and its advantages have 
been described in detail, as well as some variations over the 
disclosed embodiments, it should be understood that various 
other Switches, Substitutions and alterations can be made 
herein without departing from the spirit and scope of the 
invention as defined by the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A wireless communication system comprising: 
a transmitter for transmitting a data information by one of 

first and second channels, said first channel having a first 
center frequency defining an initial frequency, said sec 
ond channel having a second center frequency defining a 
target frequency; and 

a client terminal for receiving said data information via 
said first channel, said transmitter and said client termi 
nal being operable at a first and second working frequen 
cies respectively, each of said first and second working 
frequencies being equivalent to said initial frequency 
wherein said transmitter migrate from said first channel 
to said second channel, said first working frequency 
adding an offset frequency on said transmitter, said sec 
ond working frequency adjusted the same with said first 
working frequency, and said transmitter adding said off 
set frequency repetitively till said second working fre 
quency equivalent to said target frequency. 

2. The wireless communication system according to claim 
1, wherein said offset frequency is Smaller than the maximum 
value of overlapping frequency between said first and second 
channels cooperatively. 

3. The wireless communication system according to claim 
2, wherein said offset frequency is defined by the difference 
between said target and initial frequencies cooperatively 
divided by a first integer “N”. 

4. The wireless communication system according to claim 
3, further comprising adding the value of said first integer 
when said client terminal is unable to receive the data infor 
mation due correctly by said first working frequency adding 
said offset frequency. 

5. The wireless communication system according to claim 
1, further comprising a remote control for Switching said first 
channel of said transmitter into said second channel. 

6. The wireless communication system according to claim 
1, wherein said first and second channels are located adjacent 
to each other. 

7. The wireless communication system according to claim 
1, wherein transmission of said data information from said 
transmitter to said client terminal is continued seamlessly 
during said first working frequency adding said off-set fre 
quency. 

8. The wireless communication system according to claim 
1, wherein said client terminal includes a display, said data 
information being an image data information to be displayed 
over said display device after being processed, transmission 
of said image data information being continued seamlessly 
during Switching from said first working frequency to said 
second working frequency. 

9. A channel Switching method of a wireless communica 
tion system that transmit a data information in one of first and 
second channels from an transmitter to a client terminal, said 
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8 
first channel having a first center frequency defining an initial 
frequency, said second channel having a second center fre 
quency defining an target frequency, said transmitter and said 
client terminal being operated at first and second working 
frequencies respectively, each of said first and second work 
ing frequencies being equivalent to said initial frequency, the 
channel Switching method comprising: 

(1) transmitting a Switch command by a user; 
(2) the transmitter receiving the Switch command and 

transmitting a UDP (user data protocol) to the client 
terminal in order to switch of said first working fre 
quency to said target frequency; 

(3) adding an offset frequency to said first working fre 
quency of said transmitter and consequently informing 
said client terminal; 

(4) said client terminal adjusting said second working fre 
quency to be consistent with said first working fre 
quency of said transmitter; 

(5) said client terminal transmitting a data package to said 
transmitter; 

(6) the transmitter receiving said data package and com 
paring to whether said first working frequency of said 
transmitter is equivalent to the target frequency; 

(7) repeating the steps (3) to (6) in case said first working 
frequency of said transmitter is not equivalent to the 
target frequency; and 

(8) stopping the channel Switching operation once said first 
working frequency of said transmitter is equivalent to 
the target frequency. 

10. The channel switching method according to claim 9. 
wherein said offset frequency is Smaller than the maximum 
value of overlapping frequency between said first and second 
channels cooperatively. 

11. The channel switching method according to claim 10, 
wherein said offset frequency is defined by the difference 
between said target and initial frequencies cooperatively 
divided by a first integer “N”. 

12. The channel Switching method according to claim 11, 
wherein in the steps (3) and (4), further comprises a step of 
adding the value of said first integer when said client terminal 
is unable to receive the correct data information due to said 
first working frequency adding said offset frequency. 

13. The channel switching method according to claim 9. 
wherein said switch command is to switch the first channel 
into the second channel. 

14. The channel Switching method according to claim 9. 
wherein transmission of said data information from said 
transmitter to said client terminal is continued seamlessly 
during above said steps. 

15. The channel switching method according to claim 9. 
wherein the first and second channels are located adjacent to 
each other. 

16. The channel switching method according to claim 9. 
wherein in the step (7), said first working frequency of said 
transmitter adding the offset frequency and second working 
frequency being adjusted in Such a manner to be consistent 
with the new first working frequency of said transmitter, and 
the transmitter comparing said new first working frequency is 
equivalent to the target frequency and repeating the step (7) 
until said first working frequency is equivalent to the target 
frequency. 


